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ABSTRACT ISound +Architecture

"If surgery is all about reparation , then architecture isabout experimentation" (Wiel Arets). With
Detroit as my playground I see unique opportunities to speculate, experiment, and create. As a
city ages, it isseen as a procession ofphases, and in these phases it must learn new techniques
in order to survive. New buildings and ideas can be inserted into the context of the city; old
buildings and ideas can be used and injected with new life and energy.

Through aseries ofexperiments with new techniques and innovations this thesis will attempt to
re-consider the way we perceive sound and the way this experience can be enhanced through
the interaction with architecture. How can we heighten our senses toward sound orchange
the way we traditionally experience sound and how can this influence and ultimately create
an architecture? Abuilding can be experienced beyond the simple look of its facade. it can
become acanvas oran instrument for sound. This investigation will address sound as the tool of
innovation, seeking to render a relationship between the human experience and architecture.
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THESIS PAPER I Sound +Architecture

Through a series ofexperimentswith new techniques and innovations this thesis will attempt to
re-consider the way we perceive sound and the way this experience can be enhanced through
the interaction with architecture . Howcan we heighten oursenses toward sound orchange
the way we traditionally experience sound and how can this influence and ultimately create an
architecture? Abuilding can be experienced beyond the simple look of its facade, it can become a
canvas oran instrument forsound . This investigation will address sound as the tool of innovation,
seeking to render a relationshipbetween the human experience and arch itecture.

Sound is a unique medium, which travels through air, water, many building materials and the
earth ' .Asound is perceived by our ears, felt by ourbodies and understood inour minds. The
experience ofa particular sound can leave us with a smile on ourface, a tear inour eye, ora
dance inour feet. This idea of sound has caused me tospeculate about its mysterious qualities
that have the potential tocreatean atmosphere, affect our emotions so easily, and cause an
experience tobe remembered forever. The question I began wondering about was if this idea
of sound could somehow influence an architectural response. Coulda new way ofconsidering
sound be a means ofexperiencing and developing a richness in architecture? Could the human
experience be enhanced through the interaction with sound and architecture? What else could be
learned in the process?

Sounds, simply stated, are vibrating particles that create a small change in the atmospheric
pressure and can travel great distances. Tiny vibrating particles are forced inadirection
causing them to bump into other particles and that particle into the next and soon. Each particle
moves only an infinitesimal distance and then returns to its original position, this distance
traveled is called a cycle. The number ofcomplete cycles each particle moves inone second
is the frequency of vibration. The ear can detect sounds over awide range of loudness and
frequencies"

Architecture creates a setting that becomes the mediumforsound tobe heard and remembered.
As stated by Architect Steen Eiler Rasmussen, in his book "ExperiencingArchitecture", "The
architect isasort of theatrical producer, the man who plans the setting forour lives. Innumerable
circumstances are dependant on the way he arranges thissetting forus. When his intentions
succeed, he is like the perfect host who provides every comfort forhisguests so that living with
him isa happy experience'." In this instance sound creates a setting and isseen as the place, the



THESIS PAPER I Sound +Architecture

architecture isonly abackdrop for this event tooccur. The architect must then manipulate this
room to create the perfect sound or the desired sound for that place so that it can be experienced
fully and to its utmost potential by all its participants. Once the architecture has been created,
the sound can then be controlled and enclosed orconcealed within a space depending on the
design and the intent. The architecture becomes a way ofenhancing this experience through
precise moves and material selections. The look of the space then becomes very important
in the design. From the punctures in the wall to the volume of the space to the connections of
materials, no detail should be overlooked and no moment is less important than another. Certain
materials have qualities that are considered good for absorbing sound and can be used tokeep
the sound within a room while others are better for reflecting ordirecting sound throughout a
particular space. The room can be designed tomagnify or increase the distance sound travels
inside a space. The architecture can focus the sound toaspecific point, oramplify the sound
toward an area in a room. The sound can be scattered throughout a room creating resonance
orreverberation, engulfing the room with sound and energy. The space can be designed to let
the sound flow out ofa particular space and into another or through the circulation corridor. This
occurrence of the sound traveling through the building could be away ofprogression within a
space orthroughout the whole building. Hearing this sound throughout the spaces could create
a sense of intentional oraccidental eavesdropping creating asense ofconnection between
all functions and all those within oraround the building . Sound isonly limited by distance
or interruption. This idea offers a wide range ofunique design possibilities to be explored
throughout the process ofexperimentation.

Dutch architect Wiel Arets talks about the idea ofexperimentation in architecture, "If surgery isall
about 'reparation,' then architecture is about 'experimentation'." This is the attitude I adopted as
I have continued through the process; toexperiment, looking atnew ways tosee the experience,
the materials, the body's interaction within the space, to test and re-test. "Arets buildings are
instruments which enable the inside and outside world tobe quantified and experienced' ." There
isablurring of the two worlds with a seamless precision.

In determining a program I looked for certain functions that could both incorporate sound into the
architecture and celebrate and allow an interaction with the body through this experience in order
to enhance it. Two of the main program spaces are sound recording studios and dance studios.

The recording studios will be aplace tocreate and produce sounds ormusic. They will address
spatial opportunities in creating a unique space for this richness of the act ofmaking sounds.
While much isknown about the acoustics of recording studios and how this has informed an
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architectural response, I intend toreconsider those moments in hopes ofenhancing the space
through speculation and experimentation with new ideas and innovations. "Architecture is seen
as virological; it operates invisibly as a catalyst of events"." This quote from Wiel Arets, speaks of
architecture asa background for the human interaction, my studio spaces will bethought of in the
same manner. I intend to create these spaces to still accommodate the sounds and the process
of recording, but only to look at new means of this production and design. However, I donot
want the architecture to be an obviousfeature, but toact asa player in the same realm and as a
spark to the function (not the function itselt).

In looking fora waytocreate a space that celebrates the body through these ideas of sound
and architecture, I began to speculate about the movements of ones body(how the body
could be mapped through the sound or the architecture itself, or how the bodycould leave its
impression on a place) . I then incorporated the idea ofdancing into the scheme; this could be
looked at as one form ofcelebrating the body. As the body moves, its trail could betraced thus
creating a mapping. By taking those mappings and overlaying them with sound, we can begin
to see another layerof the mapping which is amplified by sounds. Perhaps the ground or the
wallscould move with acertain rhythm created by the music and the body's impact with the
floorbelow. Each studio, however, shouldbelooked at as separate entities fromthe recording
studiospaces. They should feel lighter, with much more of a transparent nature, not asa heavy
concrete, such as is necessary with the recording studios (at times). These studios will have a
sense of a translucency, a type of floating light box, creating a skinof sorts with silhouettes of the
dancing bodies within. The light and shadows of this space become very important increating
almost a natural setting or a stage fora performance to beseen orcreated. The detail of these
spaces is in the subtle simplicity. In the book "Concrete Regionalism," a critique of WielArets
work, onewrites, "where his buildings seem simple, they also reveal great richness and poetry,"
also that he prefers "thesuggestiveness of translucency over the false promise ofclarity," and
"the idea of solid transparency, a transparent alabaster skin." Although much different spaces,
the recording studios and the dance studios, theymust have the same rigor and meticulous
attention todetail , the richness of the simplicity mustcome in the moments ofgreatest detail.

During the day these dance spaces will allow natural light to enter atselected framed instances.
This type of fenestration will also act as punctures to the outsideworld,a connection with the
city beyond . "This isArchi tecture ofprovocation, not simply an apartmenthouse, but an inverse
lighthouse magnified and towering alongside the water's edge. At nightglimpses of the trapped
light seep out to refill the sky once again.s" This quote from the book "Strange Bodies" gives a
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description of the type ofqualities I see these dance studios taking on. By lighting the studios
from within atnight the "light boxes" hovering over the street show the silhouettes ofdancing
which becomes visible from the exterior space or the cities surrounding context.

Circulation spaces can now become the place ofdiscourse between the program spaces. A
connection provides an opportunity to give meaning to another space of "in between." The Sound
Gardens use this between space as a place of rest, to gather, and to listen to music. These
spaces embrace the views of the surrounding city context, with selected framed punctures through
the skin of the building.

Where can sound influence the movement and the interactions throughout the building? Can
ones movement within this circulation now take on more meaning? Can the body now be mapped
through the motions orsounds within this space; does it have aconnection with the sounds from
the recording studios and the movement of the dancing? These moments are areas ofgreat
challenge and opportunity. For such a building and a program to respond, it must receive and
welcome interaction. The human hand is the driving force of this project, without the human
creating the sound, the dance,or the performance, my building will stand still. If the spaces have
adiscourse in the manner of the prior description, then my building can and will truly sing. This
building isall about the sounds, and for these sounds to be made and to be heard it needs the
human to survive. Hopefully, with my thought process ofcontinuous speculation, experimentation,
and creation, I have taken these concerns into consideration, and given them a real solution.

1 Egan, M. David. Architectural Acoustics. : McGraw-Hili , inc., 1988.

2 Egan, M. David. Architectural Acoustics. : McGraw-H ili, inc., 1988.

3 Rasmussen , Steen Eiler. Experiencing Architecture. 12th United States Edition. : The M.I.T Press , 1974.

4 Lootsma , Bart. Wiel Arets Strange Bodies . : Basel Boston Berlin , 1996.

5 Lootsma , Bart. Wiel Arets Strange Bodies . : Basel Boston Berlin , 1996.

6 Siessor, Catherine . Concrete Regionalism . : Thames & Hudson , 2000.

7 Siessor, Catherine . Concrete Regionalism . : Thames & Hudson , 2000.

B Lootsma , Bart. Wiel Arets Strange Bodies . : Basel Boston Berlin , 1996.
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PRECEDENT STUDY IPolice Station IVaals, Netherlands IWiel Arets 11993-1995

The second precedent study I researched was the Regional Police Station in Vaals, Netherlands.
The idea forthe building was concentrated around an open working envi ronment. The police force
was reorganized to embody amore open way ofworking. Aretsuses translucent and transparent
glass screens and walls tocreate differentspaces within the police station. The building bridges a
difference in the levels in the landscape and iscomposed ofzinc, timber, andconcrete, three
contrasting materials. Apartly raised pedestrian walkway runs the lengthof the east elevation,
delivering visitors to the stations main public entrance 1.

The police station, like much ofArets work, has a unique sense ofmateriality. The three materials
he uses have acontrasting look, but works well with the surrounding context. The long and very
obvious bridge is away of inviting guest and visitors to experience the whole build ing as they enter.
It isa natural progression where the architecture is slowly uncovered. The way the building
progresses is very important to the way I have been looking at the circulation spaces within my
program. The openness of the interiorspaces have subtle momentsofprivacy and the glass walls
give separation while not cutting offviews throughout. The style of the building is very unique
considering the function occupying the space. All of his ideas are new ways of thinking inmany
aspects and the reconsideringof materials and uses of those materials is much the same way of
considering my recording studios and the way the dance studios will contrast them . The works of
Arets and the way of thinking and problemsolving will prove to be very influential in the progress of
my thesis.

lSlessor. Catherine . ConcreteReg ionalism. : Thames&Hudson, 2000.



PRECEDENT STUDY IAcademy ofArts IMaastricht, Netherlands IWiel Arets 11989-1993
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For this study I looked atArchitect Wiel Arets and his extension on the Academy ofArts in the
Netherlands. Arets was asked to extend the existing academy of arts, which lies in the historic part
of town. The area had just undergone areconstruction to a modest urban master plan, creating
housing and asquare. His new extension pierces the square, both completing and disrupting it.
By inserting an elevated bridge .he creates an entrance to the extension, giving those occupants
new and unexpected views. The floor of the bridge isagrid ofglass blocks giving asurreal feeling
ofwalking on air. The bridge issurrounded by tall trees which some describe as walking through
the treetops. The light which passes through the trees and through the glass block is very subtle
and gives adynamic sense ofmovement. Another element includes a meandering ramp walkway
where more curious views can be seen. The glass block clad isa type of transparent skin, slot like
windows penetrate the walls for sudden views through. Atnight the light seeps out through the
many glass blocks 1.

This building became very influential tome as I was forming ideas and thoughts for my thesis
question , The way Arets uses materials and the type ofmaterial selection isso thought out and
become a vital part ofall his projects. The concepts of the elevated bridge, the sense ofwalking
through the treetops, the "unexpected views," and the importance of the light have all been intricate
ideas in which my project have considered in emphasizing my program. His circulation spaces
meander and become elevated; they create new ways of viewing. I have used these ideas in
talking about selected or framed
views in the context ofmy site.

1Slessor, Catherine , Concrete Regionalism,
Thames &Hudson, 2000,
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Academy ofArts Extention Regional Police Station

These images showArchitect
WielArts' delicate use of
materials. Fromthe zinc facade
(top right), to theconcrete (middle
right) and wood (bottom right)
circulation corridors. Aseamless
transitiongivesthis PoliceStation
a uniquecharacter on the existing
landscape.

Wiel Aretsextension to the
Arts Academy beautifully
expresses light travelling
through this building. He
usesramps tocreate
meandering views from
dynamic perspectives. A
senseof materiality ties the
existing building to the new
extension.
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PROGRAM PRECEDENT I Bad Animals Recording Studio ISeattle, Washington IStudio Bau:ton
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While searching for precedent studies, I came across a recording studio in Seattle, Washington,
by the Architecture firm, StudioBau:ton. What especially interested me in this project was the
seamless blur ofaesthetics and technology. They have created a space which is both pleasing to
the eye and the ear. The recording studios are completely acoustically sound. The control rooms
focus the sound to a precise point optimizing the producers ability tocreate pure and crisp
sounds. The studios, on the other hand, keep the music alive, meaning the sounds are "live" and
therefore they last as long as possible by bouncing around the room. The walls have stylish but
functional angles to maximize the sounds potential to stay "live." The ceiling is an undulating
maple deflection panel , breaking up vertical symmetry within the studios. Thisproject isagreat
precedent not only for the program but for tectonic studies as well. The way Studio Bau:ton has

constructed this project gives aconsiderable
amount of insight forpotential sound acoustic
studies.
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TECTONIC PRECEDENT STUDY IDance Theatre ITucson, Arizona IGould Evans
011

In looking for a tectonic precedent forthe dance studio protion of my program, I began to look for
projects that incorporated my ideas of transparency and use of light and shadow. Arizona
architect Gould Evans does just that in his Dance Theatre on the campus of the University of
Arizona. His dance studio space is lifted offthe ground in much the same manner as the
proposed dance studios in my design. He uses randomly placed columns to hold up the structure,
and the area below the dance space becomes an outdoor lobby orentrance to the building .

In order to create a transparent skin on the facade of the building he uses a vernacular maierial of
rusted woven wire panels. This material gives the building a luminous feeling as the light pours
through the membrane atnight. He looks atthe space between the dance studios and the music
theatre as a means ofcirculation between the two functions, thus creating an acoustic break
between the spaces.



TECTONIC PRECEDENT STUDY I Dance Theatre ITucson, Arizona IGould Evans
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TECTONIC PRECEDENT STUDY I LoisiumILangenlois, Austria ISteven Holl

While searching for a material as well as a formal expression ofmy acoustic and sound spaces, I
came across a project by architect Steven HolI, awinery welcome center inLangenlois, Austria.
The material accentuates the formal qualities of the building, creating a unique tectonicwith an
illusion ofa thickened skin. This thickenedexterior condition, however, still functions on the
interior, which has a much lighter feel. This becomes adesirable look, one that issimilarto the
record ing studios withinmy program. Holl also uses natural light as a means ofegress, at the top
ofa stairway a windowexpresses the movement differently than other moments in the design.
This is a nice detail inshowing the circulation throughout the building and also functions as a
means of moving visitors through the spaces.
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TECTONIC PRECEDENT STUDY ILoisium ILangenlois, Austria ISteven Holl
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TECTONIC PRECEDENT STUDY I House IKobe, Japan IHiroaki Ohtani

My third tectonic precedent study came in the form ofa small house in Kobe, Japan. I was looking
particularly for a tectonic ofselected views and use ofmaterials that I could incorporate into these
instances. Architect Hiroaki Ohtani uses horizontal precast concrete members tocreate such a
scene. The house isconstructed entirely out of these horizontal members and has no forms of
vertical construction . The light and shadows are the dominate attraction into this space.

In creating a space ofviewing but with acertain amount ofprivacy, I see this being an opportunity
toexpress such ideas. Between the restaurant and the circulation, or between the recording
studios and the dance studios are where I see these ideas being expressed in my design.

017
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SKETCH PROBLEM IProgression ofTime I Injected + Entangled

During the design thinking process of the studio I was given a sketch problem tocreate a habitable
construct while re-considering the ideas ofa room. Emphasis was tobe considered on the
progressive nature of the construction of the urban landscape and the layers that make and
measure the progression of time. Another idea I was toconsider was the possibility todocument
the city through the detail of the landscape, and to reveal what is invisible in conventional plan
views.

I started with an idea ofgrowing, how the body grows over time, and used this as a way to
document time in the city. As a child we would document our growth by a line on the wall, you
could see the results ofyour growth each time a new line was drawn. I used this idea increating a
public garden of visual simulates that would continuously change over time. The idea was a
fictional outdoor space which could physically grow out of the ground, constantly creating new
views, new life, and become a measurement of the cities growth. Parts of the space would grow
consistantly, giving accurate documentation of time itself. Another portion of the space would only
grow in conjuntion with the cities progress, thus showing a relationship to time and growth of the
city. The growth of the space would result innew areas toexplore, giving city dwellers an
everchanging, fresh place togather. The visual results of the cities progress would give the
bystander a visual depiction, causing an awarness in the city, almost a visual forum of voices in
informing its people ofprogress ordecay.
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SKETCH PROBLEMIProgressionofTime IInjected + Entangled

Thesetwo photosshowmy model of this space. Inorderto
occupy these multiple trajectorypoints, the peopleof thecity
would have to build bridges and walkways toinhabit new
areas. This would give a senseofpridein the space and
ensurethatthe citywas involved itsthe growth.

- J.-- - -

This drawing shows aviewintothe space onthe
left side. On the right side is thedocumenting of
the growth of thespace from out of the ground.
As the structures grow, newlife, such as
vegetation, asia emerge fromthese spaces.



SKETCH PROBLEM IProgression ofTime IInjected + Entangled
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This drawing gives reference tothe multiple,
changing views within, on, and around the
space. It also shows the habitable space
behind the curtain veil which becomes a
space toplace artand a space ofgathering.
This space gives way tonew and unexpected
views onto and outof the site.

The photos are ofsimilartypes ofconditions in model form.
Pieces ofartcan be added orsubtracted from rotated
canvases hung offof the the growing structures.
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SKETCH PROBLEMI Progressionof Time I Injected + Entangled

This top image shows mysiteselection for this
sketch problem. The site I chose was the alley and
parking lotat the corner ofBeaubien and Lafeyette
Streets in Detroit.

This top viewofmy model shows howthe plan does not reveal
asmuch information about the growth. Not until your
within the spacecan you geta feel for theoverall dimensions.
The image on the left showsanearly sketch of this form.



SITE ANALYSIS I Cadillac Square IDetroit, Michigan

In selecting a site, I was looking fora space that offered opportunities that could be unique in
continuing this exploration ofmy thesis questions. I looked forthe chance to include acivic
type performance space adjacent toorwithin the site I selected. This would create an
opportunity to reside on both the inside and outside worlds and create aconnection of the
two. For this, the surrounding context became important in offering unique views and
moments ofprovocative perspectives into and out of the site. The site I finally chose was
within the area ofCadillac Square, surrounded by Congress Street to the south and by Bates
Street to the west. Itcurrently includes, yet another, existing surface parking lot , indowntown
Detroit. The scale of the site is that ofmostly skyscrapers and includes one small four story
building which contributes inoffering two opposing points ofview. One view from well above
in the building to the west, toeye level from the smaller building below. Thissituation has
created and interesting "in between" type of void space where the site is located. These
moments offer incredible opportunities toembrace the site within itscontext. In the book,
"Vessels and Fields," Patricia Phillips looks at the works ofWellington Reiter and writes about
this same type ofmoment in his work. She says, "We are often transported high above or
cast startlingly below the sites. Offering inconceivable simultaneous points of view, these
multiple trajectories are the lineaments ofnew provocative perspectives1." The contrast of a
very vertical juxtaposed with a more horizontal space gives a moment of speculation toany
observer within this site. The empty wall of elevator shafts that occupies most of the east
facade of the First National Bank building offers the potential fora towering screen toproject
from the site below oracross the street toembrace this very obvious edge condition . This
projection could be seen from these multiple points ofview, making it a desirable space from
inside and outside these spaces and perhaps involve those interacting with the spaces, a way
for the occupant toactivate the space and see their results displayed high above on this
screen.
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SITE ANALYSIS I Cadillac Square IDetroit, Michigan

The drawing above was an early
rendering ofthe existing contextof my
site (looking south). This drawing was
done during the site analysisportion of
the process.

To the right isaTerra8erver image of my
existing site. The highlighted region of
the photo gives some better focus tomy
immediate area ofconcern.

---



The following pictures are a few imagesof
my site atnight. The top leftimage is looking
north at the Cadillac Tower building. The top
right image is looking south, with the RenCen
in the background. Above isa picture looking
south at the Comerica Tower. The bottom left
isan image looking down into the siteat
night. Below is
looking at the First
National building
adjacent tomy site.
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SITE ANALYSIS ICadillac Square IDetroit, Michigan

Bates Street runsbetween the two existing parking lots of
mysite. Campus Martius isstillunder construction in the
backround of this picture.



SITE ANALYSIS I Cadillac Square IDetroit, Michigan

This photo is looking into the site from the west. Inthe backround (from lefttoright) the Cadillac apts, the Lawyers
building, the Wayne County building, the Millender Center, and the RenCen are visible.

View looking into the site from Cadillac Square, showing some of the surrounding context.
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SITE ANALYSIS I Cadillac Square IDetroit, Michigan
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PROGRAM STATEMENT ISound Spaces

The proposed programforthis thesis will be a sound center including a series ofsound recording
studios, dancestudios, and avariety ofother spaces. These other spaces include a restaurant I
cafe, sound listening booths, performance areas, sound gardens, and thinking pods. I will
introduceabuilding into the context ofthe city where sounds, performances and activities can be
seen either intentionallyorperhaps by chance. As the outdoor, public spaces, provide encounters
ofstreet performances andother variousactivities, inside would create, at times, more intimate
types ofvenues. Soundscould be heard throughout the individual spaces with the focus on an
intentional overflowofsound into other spaces to create an "eaves dropping" ofsounds in, on, and
around the building. This spilling ofsound, however, will be limited depending on the acoustic
tightness for the function ofsome spaces. This will give some privacy tocreate more personal
sounds without the interference from other spaces.

The main functions of the program will be spaces designated to record sounds, and those spaces
designed to observe and appriciate these sounds. I intend to focus on the sounds ofindividual
spaces and howthey relate and contribute to overall volumes within the building. Spatial
opportunities that can arise from this idea will begin to informthe framework ofmy dance studios.
Re-thinking the traditional ideas ofthe recording studio will heavily affect the outcome of the
spaces. The useof materials becomes important in creating uniques sounds as well as individual
spaces that separate from the greater building itself.

Lounge spaces will be placed throughout the building as a place to relax and listen tomusic and
perhaps be a place to influence and spark ideas for creating these sounds. Asmall
theater/performance space can provide a means ofhearing live music and give the artists a
chance to performforsmall groups offans. These performance areas also become dance
performance areas, where visitors and guests can watch aperformance ofthe body in relation to
the sounds. Sound Gardens will know be areas where the studios leave an impression on the
building. Where angledwalls become functions ofthe sound on the inside ofaspace they also
become listening areas on the back side in these gardens. The restaurant will be agathering
place for vis itors beforeorafter exploring the building. They are a place of re-energizing and rest.
These areas are also very much influenced by the sounds, allowing performances to be seen and
heard within the restaurant.

I imagine avarietyofactions taking place in and around this building, such as, performing (singing,
dancing, reading, entertaining), creating Iproducing (sound and dance), listening, and
eavesdropping. Theoutdoor space isaplace for spectacles ofstreet performances. Spontaneous
music could be heard and created at various music stations within the building. I intend tocreate
an atmosphere that anyone can becomethedirector oftheir own style ofmusic. I picture a
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__----, PROGRAM IQuantitative Summary
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gatheringofbystanders becoming an audience ofchance. where at any given time music can
be seen and heard by those who are simply passing by. This audience could possibly become
enticed by such a spectacleleaving hem wanting more, as-ttley continue aroun l h--e...:....s'ltre:-.- - - - - -

restaurant' bar cafe I lounge I listening rooms Irecording
studios Idance studios, performance space, civic,
outdoor space, circulation space
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recording rooms, control rooms 'listening rooms' iso. booths,
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PROGRAM ISpace Detail Summarles

I
RECORDING STUDIOS

I
I,_, L

033

Purpose IFunctions
These spaces provide the media and the technology forcreating and producing music, where
ideas transfer from mind tomusic Ispace tosound. There will be five of these studios, with one
designated as an experimental room used forteaching and learning how tocreate music, with
classes designed to teach this trade.

Activities
Creating, producing, recording , writing , singing, and playing music Isounds will all be done in
these recording studios.

Spatial relationships
Spaces should be located whereas circulation embraces these studios, possibly centrally
located with one per floor. Classes could be held on the top floor to create movement through
the building and a chance of interaction with others as well as spaces throughout the building.
Performance spaces should branch offof these spaces tocreate a mixing of ideas and
audiences.

Special considerations
They must provide access formoving equipment in, out, and around these studios (i.e.
elevators, door openings, storage, etc) . Selected views into the space are critical toexperience
the act ofcreating music within the studios.

Equipment IFurnishings
Moveable band equipment will be in this space as well as recording devices such as
microphones with acoustical considerations as well.

Behavioral considerations
The room must be able to accommodate the needs of the function, the ceilings may fluctuate in
height and the walls may have angular movements tocreate the most desirable sounds.



CONTROL ROOM
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I

CAPACITY NO. OF UNITS
---------tl-- ... - ---

5 5L _

NSFI.t!N~T2S_F-,-IT_OT_A_L _

500 2,§0'-'-0 _

Purpose IFunctions
These rooms control the final resultsof what iscreated by the musician. Music can be mixed,
changed, tweaked, and enhanced in theserooms.

Activities
The actual record ingof the music is done in thecontrol room. This space is critical infinalizing
music; professional personnel will primarily utilize this room.

Spatial relationships
This space is critically located in adjacency with the recording studio. Thesetwo spaces act as
one and must be used in specific relation toone another.

Special considerations
Viewing from thisspace into the recording studio and visa versa will be seen in all control rooms.
These spaces only function as a pair.

Equipment IFurnishings
Mixers, samplers, computers, and other technical devices will all be housed in thecontrol room.

Behavioral considerations
The wall must be a certain type of material to keep sounds inorout. The shape of the room
must be that of focus of all sound to a point in the room.



PROGRAM ISpace Detail Summaries
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ISO. BOOTHS -1f,....!:A::>!-P.""'~CITY NO. OF UNITS-tNSFIUJ~IT~NSEILOTAL_

1 3 0 ,100 -.1.1,000__

Purpose IFunctions
The isolation booths are used forcreating specific sounds ina controlled atmosphere. Certain
music Isounds which cannot be created in the studio will be done in these spaces.

Activities
The activities are similar tothe recording studio, but a more intimate setting desirable here.

Spatial relationships
This space will be located innear or in the recording studio itself. These two spaces act as one
and must be used inspecific relation with one another.

Special considerations
Viewing from this space into the recording studio and control room is needed.

Equipment IFurnishings
Recording equipment

Behavioral considerations
Special heights may vary depending on the desired sound (possibly acontrolled space, whereas
the ceiling can be adjusted tocreate unique sounds and reverberations).
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VOCAL REC. ROOM CAPACITY

1-10

NO. OF UNITS

1

NS~UNI! _.NSFIT_O_TA_L _

200 200

Purpose IFunction
This roomwill serve as acontrolled vocal record ing roomwhere voice-overdubbing and optical
isolated voice recordings are done.

Activities
Some of these activities includesinging, speaking, and reading .

Spatial relationships
This space will also be in close relation to one of the studios but perhaps a separate room.

Special considerations
Thisspace will also be inclose relation to one of the studios but perhaps a separate room.

Special considerations
Thiswouldbe a more private space for the individual or a small group of individuals working
together.

Equipment IFurnishings
Specific recording devices, as well as seating and reading pedestals will be in this room.

Behavioral considerations
Special vocal considerations, depending on the acousticof the room
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I

L
I'IANO_ROOM -+'ICAPACIT.Y~NO. OF UNITS NSFIUNIT-+NSFIJOT~L

2 ~11,- -,".200 200 _

Purpose IFunctions
This room isspecifically designed tomaximize the potential sounds of the piano.

Activities
The acts of playing , creating, and learning music on the piano are seen here.

Spatial relationships
This space is located within the context ofone of the recording studios

Special considerations
Viewing from this space into the recording studio and control room are considerations.

Equipment IFurnishings
Piano and various recording devices

Behavioral considerations
Space must optimize the technical sounds of the piano.
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I I

DANCE STUDIOS CAPACITY NO. OF UNITS NSFIUNIT NSFITOTAL
- -- - ---+- - - - - - -

20 I 4 I 2,000 8,000

Purpose IFunction
These two dance studios will be used for instructive lessons in learning different dance techniques
as well as privately reserved for practice sessions and smaller more intimate classes.

Activities
Dancing, teaching, learning, creating, and performing are all activities seen throughout the dance
studios.

Spatial relationships
These spaces will be in adjacency toeach other with a common dressing I locker room. The
space should feel very open and inviting, the volume ofthe room should be over exaggerated.
One ofthe studios will be more open to visitors walking by tosee the activities going on inside
while the other will be a bit more private, perhaps still having silhouettes orshadows ofthe
dancers through the design materials and innovations. The space should act as a catalyst to
dance, more ofa back round to the actual dancing itself.

Special considerations
I imagine the dance studios could be pulled to an exterior wall allowing for natural light toenter into
the space during the day as well as to take advantage ofviews ofthe surrounding context.
Sounds should be able to mix into the circulation spaces to create an eavesdropping ofvisitors,
create a sense ofwonder and interest. Almost like aclip ora teaser that guides you in a direction
tosee what activity is going on.

Equipment IFurnishings
This space will be furnished with speaker systems inorder to create maximum sounds inthe
dance studios. The floor area should be open to create maximum space horizontally and also
vertically.

Behavioral considerations
The spaces should allow for the architecture to reverberate sounds into circulation spaces and
other selected rooms as well.
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! ! I l
PERcORMANCE SPACE__'---,-II~ACITy-1NO._OF UNIT~ NSFIUNIT I NSFITOTAL_

L-75 : 3 , 2,000 L6JOO.o~ _

Purpose IFunctions .
This space isused for entertaining and being entertained through music and other performance
venues. Itwill be seen as ameans ofexpression for the performer and allow smaller crowd to
enjoy the music.

Activities
The activities seen here will be performing, listening, dancing, talking, and connecting. These
activities depend on and encourage an interaction between the performer and the audience.

Spatial relationships
The stage and audience will be inclose context ofeach other tocreate a more intimate setting .
Adjacencies will be tothe restaurant Ibar Icafe spaces. Circulation space willcreate framed
views of this space as well as unexpected encounters around the stage and performance. The
vertical circulation will be in the same area toencourage others to experience and encounter the
performances. This will give unique views from the circulations space tothe stage Iaudience and
also from the audience tothe "balcony" type circulation space.

Special considerations
Seating style should be arranged tooptimize the views of the stage and the comfort of the
occupant.

Equipment IFurnishings
Specific equipment must be housed inclose vicinity depending on the performance taking place.
Microphones and other performing devices will be seen here.
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RESTAURANT LCAFE_ C~~AC ITY

50
'--

NO. OF UNITS

1

NSFIUNIT_ NSEI!OTAL
2,500 2,500 _

Purpose IFunctions
The restaurant functions as a space to rest and rejuvenate the body and the mind.

Activities
Activities to take place in the restaurant include eating , drinking, reading, pondering, talking, and
resting .

Spatial relationships
In context with the performance area will include an entrance from the street. The hope is to
draw people offthe street and into the building, tocreate a possible interest ofcontinuing into the
building toexperience more than just the food and drinks.

Special considerations
I see this space having an exteriorwall condition where natural light is used tofill the space
during the day and create views inat night.

Equipment I Furnishings
The equipment will include tables, chairs, booths, stools, bar, register, kitchen (all necessary
kitchen equipment), etc.

Behavioral considerations
This space should be open to the building to allow those in the bui lding to access as well as
those offthe street tocontinue through. It should also allow fordeliveries and have a loading
zone (hidden from the public).
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L l - '--
LOUNGE CAPACITY NO. OF UNITS !NSFIUNIJ SFITOTAL

I I2L 1 6 , 1,000 6,000 _

Purpose IFunctions
I see the lounge as a space torelax and think, a space tocome together with others, and a space
to create and ponder new ideas.

Activities
The lounge will have activities such as, conversation, reading , relaxing , eating, and drinking.

Spatial relationships
These lounge spaces will each be adjacent toa recording studio, and more private depending on
the studio it is used by. Access should be through the recording studio separating the private
from the public. One lounge will be public and include music listening booths and sound rooms.

Special considerations
This space should also take advantage of the natural light conditions.

Equipment IFurnishings
The lounge will include seating inacommon space and also have a small snack bar to
accommodate those being served.
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LISTENING ROOMS CAPACITY_ ~NQ. QF llNII~ ~SfIUt!IT_ ~SFIT.:.....::O,-,-TA,-",L=----__
lY6BIES__ JO ~2Q-1QtL 1 ,,_OO~O _

Purpose IFunctions
The function of these space is toexperience musicand sounds of differentkinds, also tosample
new music which is created throughout the studios,

Activities
Activities include listening, sampling, and experiencing music.

Spatial relationships
Spaces vary depending on sounds, and volume, a possiblemanipulationof the spaces depending
on the sounds being heard. These spaces could be withinor nextto thecirculation spaces
throughout the building.

Special considerations
The rooms are located throughout the building with unique specifications per space.

Equipment IFurnishings
Headphones, music control systems, as well as technology tocreate and manipulate the sounds.

Behavioral considerations
Intended tooptimize the experiences of sound.



DESIGN PROCESS ISpringboard

The springboard was the first step towards design thinking. We were tocreate artifacts that were
relevent and supportive ofour thesis questions. We did this by using a process, my methodology
consisted of speculation, experimentation, and creation. I would create an idea Idrawing Imodel
and put it to the test. I began with the questions inmy thesis, then I took those questions and
considered them in some formal aspect ofdesign . This artifact then became a target of
questioning, how has it informed me, what can I take from it, how does this relate tomy thesis?
These constant questions were crutial in the development of the project, everything I was doing
had tobe necessary inorder to take another step forward . I would test, and re-test, until I was
satisfied orhad a lead toward the next idea orquestion. We looked atsectional qualities of the
design ingreat detail, how the building could emerge, this was in the section. We also began to
look atperspective vignettes as a means of creating artifacts. Gestural drawings were begining
to inform me toward next steps in the process.

Itwas during this process ofdevelopment that I loosed up my ways of thinking about my own
questions. In doing so I started with the materials and ways ofconstructing models and drawings.
I letthe ideas be informed by a process, I used the same materials ina new way. Allowing the
material to define an edge, instead ofa crisp cut, the precise intended edge from a torn piece of
cardboard Ichipboard Ipaper, these became my boundries.

I was looking atthe site, at the building, and atmy spaces in that building. Each of these
components were examined inside and out to try and see things ina new way, to catch something
that had been previously overlooked. I looked athow the site could inform my building with
wrappings and insertions into the context ofmy site. I looked atthe surrounding context forclues
into my investigation. I looked formeans of creating views of the city from my new vanishing
points. The Springboard was a way tostart thinking three dimension. Each of these artifacts
then became a stepping stone toward another investigation, and so on.
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DESIGN PROCESS ISpringboard IDrawings

These studies were lookingat views,
and punctures in the skinof the
building. They arealso experiment
ing withideasof light andshadow.
The eavesdroppingfromone space
toanother isexplored in the top left
drawing.



DESIGN PROCESS ISpringboard IDrawings

These drawings were
studies looking atformal
qualities ofa thickened
skin within circulation
spaces. I was looking at
the acoustic spaces
spilling into the rest of the
building.

/
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Studies looking at the sound and how toexpress
sound within my spaces weredone duringthis
springboard stage. I also began to thinkabout the
architecture creating the soundat momentswithin the
building.



DESIGN PROCESS ISpringboard IDrawings
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A A
/

The study below isconsidering the acoustic
spaces within the building aswell asthe
dance studio spaces, and how the interact.

Above is a study looking atselected views into a
performance space. This is the idea ofeavesdrop
ping from one space into another.
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r

The study above isaspatial layout diagram. I began to
look how the building could occupy the siteand how this
could result ina program plan.

Another study looking at the circulation areas. I was
speculating on the idea ofmapping the body. Howthe
movement through one spacecould inform another space
within the building.

f

I I began investigating poshespacesofa wall
structure. I was looking at the dichotomy between
the open spaces.



DESIGN PROCESS ISpringboardIDrawings
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I used thesesketches to lookat views within the building
(top left) and views outtothecontext of the city (top
right). Also, these studies werelooking atmoments
between spaces,or, again, thesecirculation and sound
garden spaces. Where one space ends another begins,
giving adual function toindividual walls (bottom right).



DESIGN PROCESSISpringboard IModels
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the following models are studies looking at site conditions. The
wrapping ofspace, the sound ofspace, and the layers ofspace.
These informed an exterior skinaswell aspunctures within that
skin. The top right image was the first model of thiskind, giving
way to later studies.- - - - - -
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More images showing my investiga
tion into the wrapping of the site. I
was continuously questioning the
surrounding context and how it
could inform my positioning within
my site.



DESIGN PROCESS I Springboard IModels

The image above isshowing a spatial planning of spaces and
how they connectthe outside worlds withthe inside worlds. I
was addressing the existing context and looking atways to blur I

that edge between.
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an early wall section study looking atideasof light
and shadow, sound and silence(right). I was ques
tioning how light and sound could betrapped within
orspilled outora space.

I To the left isanother wall section study which looks
toexploreeavesdropping and overflow ofsounds
from one space toanother.
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Above and below are more springboard models
looking a similar senerios. The emphasisonthese
are the views (above)and the wrapping (below) of
existingbuildings.

Above is another wall section study. This study is a
dualmode model, showing both conditions.

DESIGN PROCESS ISpringboard IModels
I

I
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Both of these models are studies of the skin of building. Theyinformed me of
fenestration and areasof viewJ!1g within the building=-- _ _ _



These tectonicstudies were done during
acharette looking atdifferent moments
within our building. We were toexplore
opportunities in our buildings where we
couldzoom in and consider how our
buildings would be constructed andlor
detailed.

DESIGN PROCESS ISchematic Design ITectonicCharette
057
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DESIGN PROCESS ISchematic Design IDance Studio Sketches

-:

These three images are sketches of the dance studios. These sketches were looking at
moments of intersection and how it affected interior and exterior conditions. I was also
looking atformal qualities of the space

i
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DESIGN PROCESS ISchematic Design IDance Studio Sketches

I began sketching formal qualitiesthat could
occupy the volumes I had been considering for
my dance studio space.

The first one was looking at the lightness of the
dance studios and imagining the way inwhich
they would besupported.

The middle sketch is looking ways of
approaching the studios, orhow they
can begin toconnect to the rest of the
building.

The bottom sketch is both examin
ing this idea ofconnection aswell as
asking how the building will address
the site.
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DESIGN PROCESS I Schematic Design ISound Studio Sketches

Studies of the sound studios·and look
ing atthe layers that can exist in these
moments.

I ~

~I l /



DESIGN PROCESS ISchematic Design ISound Studio Sketches
063

Another sketch looking at the layers ofsound studios aswell as the connection and relationship tothe dance stu
dios and other parts of the building. I began tothink about the potential for in between spaces ofacoustic breaks
and what events could occur. The viz model shows another form of representation of these moments.
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DESIGN PROCESS ISchematic Design IConceptual Sound Studio Models

more views looking at the viz model within the concep
tual sound studios.
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DESIGN PROCESS I Schematic Design IViz Massing Model
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DESIGN PROCESSISchematic Design IViz Modell Dance Studios

Fromthis model I could now
begin to piece together mo
ments I had been investigat
ing. This is an example of the
dance studios starting totake
shape. This modelalso gave
me quick snapshots ofwhat
was really going on orhelped
me todetermine the functional
ityofparticularmoments.

The bottom model shows the
dance studios incontextwith
thegreatermassing model. I
could nowdetermineconnec
tions tothese studios and look
foropportunitiesof incorporat
ing sound.

--------



DESIGN PROCESS ISchematic Design IViz Modell Dance Studios

Bypiecing the model
together I know had
a comprehensive
ideaofwhat my
sketches were say
ing. I looked atadja
cencies, I looked at
program layout, and
entrances into the
building. I also be
gan wondering about
thisspace below the
dance studios. Since
my dance studios
were almost floating
light boxes they
left behind an open
square of space.

I needed to ad
dress the ideaof
sound andbegin to
incorporate it into
this proposal. From
here I was also look
ing at the buildings
openings and how I
could carve away to
create my instrument
of sound.
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DESIGN PROCESS I Schematic Design IVizModel Perspectives

,
I more perspec-

live views of
I the viz model

from an exterior
Icondition . I was

looking atareas
where I could
frame views of
the city, orcreate
viewsof the sur
rounding area.



DESIGN PROCESS I Schematic Design IViz Model Perspectives
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Aerialviews of the
building show areas
of separation, these
spaces become
circulation corridors.
These are important
spaces of transition
from one sound or
space toanother.
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Myviz model
now became an
important tool
inoverlaying
and sketching
new layers of
information.
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DESIGN PROCESS IDesign Development IRe-thinking the moments

During the Design Development stage, I took a pass ata ground floor plan, trying toconsider circulation, sound,
and views within , on, and around the spaces. I address issuesofentrances, core spaces, and other function
spaces needed inany given building. I added an outdoor performance space under the dance studios. I was
still struggling to represent my sound studios at this point.

Itwas during this stage that I began tore-think the size of the program. I realized it would be benifitial to
increase the vertical space I could occupy. I doubled the size ofmy program tobetter situate the building within
the taller context of the surrounding buildings. I now had tofind ways toincrease the height of the overall build
ing proposal. I added lounges, and two more dance studios, aswell asanumber of recording studios tohelp
bulk upthe size of the project. I went from aproposed four story building toa seven story building.
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I added programspace
tomyexisting model and
looked for waysof sub
tracting from the building
toreach asmuch of the
sky aspossible.



DESIGN PROCESS IDesign Development IRe-thinking the moments

I experimented byadd
ing dance studios and
volumes and then lifted
them high offof the
ground. This gave more
space forinteractions
belowand increased the
height at the same time.
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DESIGN PROCESS IDesign Development IRe-thinking the moments

More imagesof the processof increasing
the sizeof theproject.



DESIGN PROCESS IDesign Development IDetail
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Once I had figured outthe capacity ofmy building, I had todig inand become much more detailed with the
moments that now existed. I used a process ofsketching and working things outin my head, then relaying
the information into model form inthe computer.
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more detailed images fromdiffer
ent perspective views.
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DESIGN PROCESS IDesign Development IDrawings
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The detailed changes in the viz model then wentback intodrawing form tokeep aprocess ofboth media. I
could now make necessary changes to theoverall proposal. I did this with another set of floor plans, sec
tions, and a series of sketches.
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Aloose section cut fromthe elevation on theprevious page. This section was looking atareasof sound and
eavesdropping.
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Afloor plan from the same stage of development. Also, I was lookingat
more details anddrawing sketches that could inform the plans. The sketch
in the top left is an earlydrawing of the viewing and thinking pods.



DESIGN PROCESS IDesign Development IDrawings

Above isa sketch ofa window and bench detail ina performance
space. Below are detailed sketches of the same performance space
under the dance studios.
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Another view of the stair detail. This
drawing also shows how the stair punctur
ing through the facade revealing new
moments ofviewing.

Sketch of stair detai l in lobbyspace. The
Acousticspace above is seen inceiling.
As visitors walk up the stairsthey have
views into the recording studio.
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DESIGN PROCESS IDesign Development IVizModell Sound Studios
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These three images are sectional stud
iesof the final sound studios.

Thissectional study shows
the stair details in previous
sketches.
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From the beginning ofschematic design until this current stage ofmoreconcretedesign making
decisions, my thesis investigation and questions have been the consistentdriving force. The
initial process begins with simple studies looking atsound in a conceptual and somewhat formal
expression, experimenting with study models andsketches. The movement ofsound is an
important factor in placement ofwalls, volumes ofspaces, and adjacent program functions.
The select and framed views, the eavesdroppingof sounds and performances, the acoustic
considerations, and the circulation throughout the building nowbecome moments ofa more critical
concern.

I first examined ways in which my site could contribute to and enhance the design. The scale
of the site is oneof the most important factors in bringing sound to thisspace. The size of
the program greatly impacts the flow and rhythmof sound on my site. Adjacent buildings and
surrounding context is also an importantfactor in the placement of functions such as entrances,
loading zones, etc.

The location ofprogramspaces became an issue at thispoint. I begin developing these spaces
individually and as awhole. I examined how these spaces acton their own and also howthey act
together with the various other program spaces. Thedance studios are a "light" space, utilizing
the views of the surrounding context. The acoustic spaces encompass aheavier feel and are
more about the function within the walls Iedges. I express the sound spaces by showing the
spaces, not just with in the studio, but also with other, more unique views into this space.

The areas ofoverlap and the areasof close adjacencies emerge as spaces with more potential.
Using vignettes as away to see these spaces, my methodology included sketching moments
and looking at spatial concerns as well as programming needs. My initial model gives me a
loose backdrop of program spaces, circulation, scale, and form in which I could now base some
decisions off. Using thismodel, I can now dig deeper into my thesis investigation by overlays and
more informed vignette studies based on new parameters. Atthis pointofdesign development,
my project takes on a much larger scale. In order to gain some height and better proportion to
my project I increased the number of sound studios and dance studios, as well as added acouple
new performance spaces. This step changes someofmy preconceived notions and I start re
questioning the impact of sound at a new scale. I also begin to look at more sound spaces within
the program of my building. By increasing the scale of the overall project, I could seek other
opportunities ofbringingsound into and out of the building . New ideas emerged such as sound
gardens, and the listening booths now became even more important factors within the design.
The performance spacesgive me an opportunity to show sound in a larger more expressive way.
How the sound isseen and heard and translating this into the architecture iscrutial to this thesis
investigation.



DESIGN PROCESS IDesign Development

Now, as my building becomes even further developed, sound expression begins tospill out of
the building, into the overall "shape". The fenestration considers both how one sees into and
out of the building. Select and framed views critically placed these moments within the building.
Viewing pods and thinking pods developed atthis stage as well. These are select spaces within
the building tocollect oneself, tositand think, or to investigate other moments of the building.
For example, in these spaces one could view a performance of the city, a music performance, or
dancing.

Currently, I am focused on re-working moments re-examining ideas ofsound, through
eavesdropping, circulation, and select views within the building. In order to fu llyarticulate
these ideas I intend tore-visit my original questions and continue the process ofspeculation,
experimentation, and creation. I look to find aclarity within the boundries of my thesis
investigation.
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FINAL PROJECT IFloorPlans 12nd Floo_r__~~
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FINAL PROJECT IFloor Plans 13rd Floor
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FINAL PROJECT IFloor Plans 16th Floor
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FINAL PROJECT ISection IDance Studios INorth to South
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FINAL PROJECT IDiaqrarns

CIRCULATION & SOUND TRANSITION SPA ES
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DANCE STUDIOS
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SOUND STUDIOS
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